
Name: C.J. Anderson

Height: 5-8 

Weight: 224

School California

Year: Senior

Date: 11/2/2012

Opponent: Washington

Score: 13-21

Location: California

Surface Field Turf

Climate: Night

Temp.: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 89

Power Score 16Balance Score 8

BHandling Scor 11

Speed Score 10

Vision Score 18

Elusiveness Scor 9

Blocking Scor 5

Receiving and Routes Scor 6

Durability Score 6

Attempts: 21

Rush Yd 160

1st Downs 3

Rush Td 0

Target: 3

Rec: 2

Rec Yds 11

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Broken Tackles 6

BLKs Assigne 8

BLKs Made 8

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: Yes

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: No

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: No

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: Yes

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: No

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: No

Good decisions - 7pts: Yes

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: Yes

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: No

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: No

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: Yes

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability



Name: C.J. Anderson Date: 11/2/2012 Opponent: Washington

 RB Scouting Profile
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Rudi Johnson but feet aren't as good. Mike Anderson but not as big. 

Anderson is a strong runner with good lower body development. He runs with low pad level and hits holes hard. He is rarely knocked backward. He also demonstrates patience 
and cutback skill to press a hole to let his blocks develop. He has strong legs and explodes through contact. Anderson also carries the ball under his outside arm (right or left). He 
does a good job anticipating interior blocks and working through double teams just as they develop to hit tight creases for positive gains. As a receiver he catches the ball with 
his hands, does a good job working with his QB to present a good target, and he can take a hit in the act of securing the football and hang onto the reception. He has good feet in 
the way that Rudi Johnson did - no elaborate cuts but he knows how to change his stride to get down field and avoid trash in the hole or set up one cut. When he decides to 
strike with his hands, he displays excellent placement and power with good technique. He also diagnosis the oncoming pressure accurately. He's a high effort player as a pass 
protector. I think he has a chance to surprsie at the NFL level because of his build, style, and smarts as a runner.
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He leads with his shoulder as a chip blocker and needs to focus on using his hands to deliver a punch so he maintains a good angle on his assignment for more than just an initial 
collision. Althoguh he plays with quickness, he appears to be a one-speed runner without a lot of lateral agility once at full speed and into the secondary.
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Anderson's first carry was a 3rd and 5 from the Cal 21 with 5:50 in the 1st quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol. He shifted to the QB's left and ran the inside zone 
inside a huge push behind the LG and C up th emiddle. He made a nice shoulder juke to the right before splitting the hole between the two blocks for the first down. Good job 
lowering his pads into the LT coming off the LG's block at the first down marker to run through the contact. That LB slid down Anderson's leg and wrapped it tight enough for the 
RB to fall forward another two yards for a gain of eight. Good pad level and ball security with both hands. 12 personnel twin receiver pistol set on 1st and 10 with 1:49 in the first 
quarter from the Cal 26. Inside zone with the LG working to the MLB. Anderson pressed the run to the inside shoulder of the LG as he approached the LOS and then cut behind 
the LT collapsing his man inside. Anderson got low and gained three yards before ehw as hit in the hole, spinning forward another yard. Good job carrying the ball under his left 
arm and pressing the hole.  Excellent pad level. 1st and 10 from the CAL 13 with 13:32 in the half from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver I formation set. He took the ball behind his 
FB heading inside LT, but cut back to RT when he saw the DT penetrate from the backside and heading to the hole off LT. Good cut back to get to the LOS and run through an 
arm tackle to his legs to at least all forward I the hole off LT for a four-yard gain. Good read of the line play.  1st and 10 with 12:42 in the half from a 21 personnel weak side 
twin I formation set at the Cal 37. They ran a stretch play to the right side and Anderson worked towards RG, bent the run inside the guard and lowered his pads into the MLB, 
turned as the MLB wrapped him and dug in his heels to try to work forward wiith his legs. His progress was stopped three yards down field and he was gang tackled, but not 
without a standtill with the LB. 1st and 10 at the Cal 35 with 7:34 in the half from a2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol set. He took the handoff moving left to right of the QB 
towards the line slanting right. There was a nice-sized cutback lane outside LG as he approached the RG and a double team working between C and LG. he beat the LDE to the 
LOS and split the hole between C-RG, running through the wrap LDT to his chest about three yards down field. Good job keeping his knees high and working through the wrap for 
another three yards. He was wrapped by three defenders six yards down field and gang tackle. Strong, downhill run while carrying the ball under his right arm. nd and 31 at the 
Cal 8 with 14:00 in the third quarter from a 2x1 reciever, 11 personnel psitol. He flanked the QB's rigth side  and took the exchange on an inside zone play, hitting the play to LG 
where there was a push up the MLB and he took it straight through the hole for three yards untouched, ran through an arm in the hole and collided with the MLB six yards down 
field, spinning off the hit and backing his way over the LG for another two yards. Good job carrying the ball with both arms. 3rd and 23 a the Cal 16 with 13:39 in the third 
quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol flanking the QB's left with the MLB eight yards off the LOS and he was the closest non-lineman in the area presnap. Anderson got 
the ball heading to the inside shoulder of the C. he pressed the lane inside and then cut back two yards from the LOS to the gap created behind the LT and LG. He beat the 
unblocked DE up the hole to get five yards, split the LG and LT's blocks eight yards down field and bent the run to the right hash 19 yards down field to the 25 with a huge 
opening in the right flat ahead. He gained 43 yards before he was horse collared at the sideline by the OLB. He lacks that true second gear to separation on long runs, but he has 
enough speed to get to the thrid level and do damaage like this. Good footwork to avoid a tackle enteringthe hole and then keep his balance on a hit to his legs as he exited it.  
2nd and 8 from the UW 34 with 7:55 in the third quarter fro a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel run versus six defenders in the box. He took the ball towards right guard and cut the 
play down hill towards that gap at the LOS and made a second cut, a good dip/lateral cut away from the LB comign downhill through the hole to dip behind the backside tackle 
collapsing the DE inside. This cut helped him work away from the penetration and then dip down hill for a quick four yards, ending the play with good pad level ito the LB. Good 
footwork. 1st and 10 with 7:00 in the third quarter at the UW 22 for a seven-yard gain from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set. This was a off tackle play to the left side workign 
inside the LT into a nice gap collapsed by the LG to the inside and bending the run outside that gap as he reached the LOS to avoid the LB penetrating through it. He made the 
LB miss and bent the run down hill to avoid the LDE working off the LT to gain six yards before he lowered his shoudler into the safety over top and extended the run another 
yard as the DE wrapped him from behind at the legs. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm. 3rd and 3 with 5:53 in the third quarter from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel 
shotgun set from the UW 15 veruss a nickel with the two LBS six yards off the LOS. This was an inside zone with a huge hole inside LG. He worekd inside LG and bent the run to 
the right shoulder of the C, lowering the pads through the small crease for the first down and another two yards into the pile 2nd and 10 with 14:28 in the game from the UW 29 
from a 22 personnel shotgun set with a receiver split to the left flat. One RB split to the right side before the snap and Anderson worked from the backfield to the right flat, 
turned to the QB a yard past the LOS and caughtt he ball with his hands near the right sideline. He turend up the field from the 33, set his feet and lowered his pads through the 
LB to get four more. Good, punishing effort and ball protection before the collision knocked him out of bounds.  1x2 receiver, 11 personnel from the Cal 18 with 12:18 left. 
Decent cut down hill on a run off LG, lowering his pads thoguh a hit a yard behind the LOS to get a yard.  He gained six yard o 2nd and 9 at the Cal 19 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 
peronnel run on a swing pass well behind the LOS (9 yards). He caught the ball with his hands over his back shouddler with one defender over top about 11 yards away. Good dip 
away from the CB who just missed wrapping his legs four yards behind the LOS as Anderson got to the sideline two yards away from the LOS after the move. He accelerated up 
the sideline and lowered his pads through the DB four yards past the LOS for two more before the collision sent him out of bounds. 1st and 10 from the Cal 45 from a 2x1 
receiver 11 personnel pistol. He tried to squeeze to the left shoulder of the C, ducked his pads through a hi by the LB and slid to the right shoulder of the C to maintain good pad 
level and get between the C and RG for seven ayrds, breaking a tackle in the process with good pad level and leg drive. 1st and 10 from the UW 30 for five yards with 1:55 left 
from a 1x2 receiver, 11 peronnel pistol on a one run with an openign to the otuside shoudler of LG. Press and cut back from C to LG, kept his legs moving through a wrap at the 
LOS by the LB for four yards and turned his back and dug in for a few more.
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Anderson's first carry was a 3rd and 5 from the Cal 21 with 5:50 in the 1st quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol. He shifted to the QB's left and ran the inside zone 
inside a huge push behind the LG and C up th emiddle. He made a nice shoulder juke to the right before splitting the hole between the two blocks for the first down. Good job 
lowering his pads into the LT coming off the LG's block at the first down marker to run through the contact. That LB slid down Anderson's leg and wrapped it tight enough for the 
RB to fall forward another two yards for a gain of eight. Good pad level and ball security with both hands. 12 personnel twin receiver pistol set on 1st and 10 with 1:49 in the first 
quarter from the Cal 26. Inside zone with the LG working to the MLB. Anderson pressed the run to the inside shoulder of the LG as he approached the LOS and then cut behind 
the LT collapsing his man inside. Anderson got low and gained three yards before ehw as hit in the hole, spinning forward another yard. Good job carrying the ball under his left 
arm and pressing the hole.  Excellent pad level. 1st and 10 from the CAL 13 with 13:32 in the half from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver I formation set. He took the ball behind his 
FB heading inside LT, but cut back to RT when he saw the DT penetrate from the backside and heading to the hole off LT. Good cut back to get to the LOS and run through an 
arm tackle to his legs to at least all forward I the hole off LT for a four-yard gain. Good read of the line play. He carried the ball under his left arm up the middle. 1st and 10 at 
the Cal 35 with 7:34 in the half from a2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol set. He took the handoff moving left to right of the QB towards the line slanting right. There was a nice-
sized cutback lane outside LG as he approached the RG and a double team working between C and LG. he beat the LDE to the LOS and split the hole between C-RG, running 
through the wrap LDT to his chest about three yards down field. Good job keeping his knees high and working through the wrap for another three yards. He was wrapped by 
three defenders six yards down field and gang tackle. Strong, downhill run while carrying the ball under his right arm.  2nd and 10 from the Cal 30 with 0:07 in the half from a 
3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol veruss a 4-3 with the SB and MLB about seven yards off the LOS and safeties 15 yards back. This was a zone play that Anderson took through a 
huge gap off RT, hit the LOS and beat the RDE to the line and burst to the left of his LT's block ont eh LB seven yards down field and up the left hash for another 10 yards before 
hit and wrapped at the legs just as he tried to dip inside the contact, falling forward another two yards. Godo job carrying the ball under his his left arm high and tight. Decent 
burst on this play, but still appears one-speed. nd and 31 at the Cal 8 with 14:00 in the third quarter from a 2x1 reciever, 11 personnel psitol. He flanked the QB's rigth side  and 
took the exchange on an inside zone play, hitting the play to LG where there was a push up the MLB and he took it straight through the hole for three yards untouched, ran 
through an arm in the hole and collided with the MLB six yards down field, spinning off the hit and backing his way over the LG for another two yards. Good job carrying the ball 
with both arms. 3rd and 23 a the Cal 16 with 13:39 in the third quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol flanking the QB's left with the MLB eight yards off the LOS and 
he was the closest non-lineman in the area presnap. Anderson got the ball heading to the inside shoulder of the C. he pressed the lane inside and then cut back two yards from 
the LOS to the gap created behind the LT and LG. He beat the unblocked DE up the hole to get five yards, split the LG and LT's blocks eight yards down field and bent the run to 
the right hash 19 yards down field to the 25 with a huge opening in the right flat ahead. He gained 43 yards before he was horse collared at the sideline by the OLB. He lacks 
that true second gear to separation on long runs, but he has enough speed to get to the thrid level and do damaage like this. Good footwork to avoid a tackle enteringthe hole 
and then keep his balance on a hit to his legs as he exited it. Good job carrying the ball under his right arm. 1st and 10 with 7:00 in the third quarter at the UW 22 for a seven-
yard gain from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set. This was a off tackle play to the left side workign inside the LT into a nice gap collapsed by the LG to the inside and bending the 
run outside that gap as he reached the LOS to avoid the LB penetrating through it. He made the LB miss and bent the run down hill to avoid the LDE working off the LT to gain 
six yards before he lowered his shoudler into the safety over top and extended the run another yard as the DE wrapped him from behind at the legs. Good job carrying the ball 
under his left arm.  2nd and 3 with 6:23 in the third quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 prsonnel set at the UW 15. Really nice juke of the CB at the left flat off tackle to make him 
miss completely and get the first down and two more for a gain of five, but a holding penalty wiped it out. He got the first down and did a nice job carryign the ball under his left 
arm. 2nd and 10 with 14:28 in the game from the UW 29 from a 22 personnel shotgun set with a receiver split to the left flat. One RB split to the right side before the snap and 
Anderson worked from the backfield to the right flat, turned to the QB a yard past the LOS and caughtt he ball with his hands near the right sideline. He turend up the field from 
the 33, set his feet and lowered his pads through the LB to get four more. Good, punishing effort and ball protection before the collision knocked him out of bounds.
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Anderson's first carry was a 3rd and 5 from the Cal 21 with 5:50 in the 1st quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol. He shifted to the QB's left and ran the inside zone 
inside a huge push behind the LG and C up th emiddle. He made a nice shoulder juke to the right before splitting the hole between the two blocks for the first down. Good job 
lowering his pads into the LT coming off the LG's block at the first down marker to run through the contact. That LB slid down Anderson's leg and wrapped it tight enough for the 
RB to fall forward another two yards for a gain of eight. Good pad level and ball security with both hands. 12 personnel twin receiver pistol set on 1st and 10 with 1:49 in the first 
quarter from the Cal 26. Inside zone with the LG working to the MLB. Anderson pressed the run to the inside shoulder of the LG as he approached the LOS and then cut behind 
the LT collapsing his man inside. Anderson got low and gained three yards before ehw as hit in the hole, spinning forward another yard. Good job carrying the ball under his left 
arm and pressing the hole.  Excellent pad level. 1st and 10 from the CAL 13 with 13:32 in the half from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver I formation set. He took the ball behind his 
FB heading inside LT, but cut back to RT when he saw the DT penetrate from the backside and heading to the hole off LT. Good cut back to get to the LOS and run through an 
arm tackle to his legs to at least all forward I the hole off LT for a four-yard gain. Good read of the line play.  2nd and 10 from the Cal 30 with 0:07 in the half from a 3x1 
receiver, 10 personnel pistol veruss a 4-3 with the SB and MLB about seven yards off the LOS and safeties 15 yards back. This was a zone play that Anderson took through a 
huge gap off RT, hit the LOS and beat the RDE to the line and burst to the left of his LT's block ont eh LB seven yards down field and up the left hash for another 10 yards before 
hit and wrapped at the legs just as he tried to dip inside the contact, falling forward another two yards. Godo job carrying the ball under his his left arm high and tight. Decent 
burst on this play, but still appears one-speed. 3rd and 23 a the Cal 16 with 13:39 in the third quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol flanking the QB's left with the 
MLB eight yards off the LOS and he was the closest non-lineman in the area presnap. Anderson got the ball heading to the inside shoulder of the C. he pressed the lane inside 
and then cut back two yards from the LOS to the gap created behind the LT and LG. He beat the unblocked DE up the hole to get five yards, split the LG and LT's blocks eight 
yards down field and bent the run to the right hash 19 yards down field to the 25 with a huge opening in the right flat ahead. He gained 43 yards before he was horse collared at 
the sideline by the OLB. He lacks that true second gear to separation on long runs, but he has enough speed to get to the thrid level and do damaage like this. Good footwork to 
avoid a tackle enteringthe hole and then keep his balance on a hit to his legs as he exited it. 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel set on 2nd and 10 with 9:46 in the third quarter from 
the Cal 42. He tried to work inside LG on a zone play but the LT couldn’t contain the DE comign down the line and that defender met Anderson at the LOS, takling the RB for no 
gain. Based on the penetration to the C's right shoulder and the backside penetration Anders had little chance to cut back to another lane. He lacks Jamaal Charles or LeSean 
McCoy's cut back ability so he wasn't going to cut behind the backside penetration, either. 1st and 10 with 8:23 in the third quarter from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver, I formation 
set veruss seven in the box. The run was to RT and Anderson worked towards the FB off RT and made a nice cut inside the FB just under the backside pursuit closing in the 
backfield. He beat the DT to the LOS and ran through some of the DE's wrap to get two yards before hit over top by the OLB. Decent burst down hill even for just two yards.  2nd 
and 8 from the UW 34 with 7:55 in the third quarter fro a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel run versus six defenders in the box. He took the ball towards right guard and cut the play 
down hill towards that gap at the LOS and made a second cut, a good dip/lateral cut away from the LB comign downhill through the hole to dip behind the backside tackle 
collapsing the DE inside. This cut helped him work away from the penetration and then dip down hill for a quick four yards, ending the play with good pad level ito the LB. Good 
footwork.  2nd and 3 with 6:23 in the third quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 prsonnel set at the UW 15. Really nice juke of the CB at the left flat off tackle to make him miss 
completely and get the first down and two more for a gain of five, but a holding penalty wiped it out. He got the first down and did a nice job carryign the ball under his left arm.  
1x2 receiver, 11 personnel from the Cal 18 with 12:18 left. Decent cut down hill on a run off LG, lowering his pads thoguh a hit a yard behind the LOS to get a yard.  He gained 
six yard o 2nd and 9 at the Cal 19 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 peronnel run on a swing pass well behind the LOS (9 yards). He caught the ball with his hands over his back shouddler 
with one defender over top about 11 yards away. Good dip away from the CB who just missed wrapping his legs four yards behind the LOS as Anderson got to the sideline two 
yards away from the LOS after the move. He accelerated up the sideline and lowered his pads through the DB four yards past the LOS for two more before the collision sent him 
out of bounds.
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Anderson's first carry was a 3rd and 5 from the Cal 21 with 5:50 in the 1st quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol. He shifted to the QB's left and ran the inside zone 
inside a huge push behind the LG and C up th emiddle. He made a nice shoulder juke to the right before splitting the hole between the two blocks for the first down. Good job 
lowering his pads into the LT coming off the LG's block at the first down marker to run through the contact. That LB slid down Anderson's leg and wrapped it tight enough for the 
RB to fall forward another two yards for a gain of eight. Good pad level and ball security with both hands. 12 personnel twin receiver pistol set on 1st and 10 with 1:49 in the first 
quarter from the Cal 26. Inside zone with the LG working to the MLB. Anderson pressed the run to the inside shoulder of the LG as he approached the LOS and then cut behind 
the LT collapsing his man inside. Anderson got low and gained three yards before ehw as hit in the hole, spinning forward another yard. Good job carrying the ball under his left 
arm and pressing the hole.  Excellent pad level. 1st and 10 from the CAL 13 with 13:32 in the half from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver I formation set. He took the ball behind his 
FB heading inside LT, but cut back to RT when he saw the DT penetrate from the backside and heading to the hole off LT. Good cut back to get to the LOS and run through an 
arm tackle to his legs to at least all forward I the hole off LT for a four-yard gain. Good read of the line play.  1st and 10 with 12:42 in the half from a 21 personnel weak side 
twin I formation set at the Cal 37. They ran a stretch play to the right side and Anderson worked towards RG, bent the run inside the guard and lowered his pads into the MLB, 
turned as the MLB wrapped him and dug in his heels to try to work forward wiith his legs. His progress was stopped three yards down field and he was gang tackled, but not 
without a standtill with the LB. 1st and 10 at the Cal 35 with 7:34 in the half from a2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol set. He took the handoff moving left to right of the QB 
towards the line slanting right. There was a nice-sized cutback lane outside LG as he approached the RG and a double team working between C and LG. he beat the LDE to the 
LOS and split the hole between C-RG, running through the wrap LDT to his chest about three yards down field. Good job keeping his knees high and working through the wrap for 
another three yards. He was wrapped by three defenders six yards down field and gang tackle. Strong, downhill run while carrying the ball under his right arm. nd and 31 at the 
Cal 8 with 14:00 in the third quarter from a 2x1 reciever, 11 personnel psitol. He flanked the QB's rigth side  and took the exchange on an inside zone play, hitting the play to LG 
where there was a push up the MLB and he took it straight through the hole for three yards untouched, ran through an arm in the hole and collided with the MLB six yards down 
field, spinning off the hit and backing his way over the LG for another two yards. Good job carrying the ball with both arms. 3rd and 23 a the Cal 16 with 13:39 in the third 
quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol flanking the QB's left with the MLB eight yards off the LOS and he was the closest non-lineman in the area presnap. Anderson got 
the ball heading to the inside shoulder of the C. he pressed the lane inside and then cut back two yards from the LOS to the gap created behind the LT and LG. He beat the 
unblocked DE up the hole to get five yards, split the LG and LT's blocks eight yards down field and bent the run to the right hash 19 yards down field to the 25 with a huge 
opening in the right flat ahead. He gained 43 yards before he was horse collared at the sideline by the OLB. He lacks that true second gear to separation on long runs, but he has 
enough speed to get to the thrid level and do damaage like this. Good footwork to avoid a tackle enteringthe hole and then keep his balance on a hit to his legs as he exited it. 
1st and 10 with 7:00 in the third quarter at the UW 22 for a seven-yard gain from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set. This was a off tackle play to the left side workign inside the 
LT into a nice gap collapsed by the LG to the inside and bending the run outside that gap as he reached the LOS to avoid the LB penetrating through it. He made the LB miss and 
bent the run down hill to avoid the LDE working off the LT to gain six yards before he lowered his shoudler into the safety over top and extended the run another yard as the DE 
wrapped him from behind at the legs. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm. 2nd and 10 with 14:28 in the game from the UW 29 from a 22 personnel shotgun set with a 
receiver split to the left flat. One RB split to the right side before the snap and Anderson worked from the backfield to the right flat, turned to the QB a yard past the LOS and 
caughtt he ball with his hands near the right sideline. He turend up the field from the 33, set his feet and lowered his pads through the LB to get four more. Good, punishing 
effort and ball protection before the collision knocked him out of bounds.  He gained six yard o 2nd and 9 at the Cal 19 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 peronnel run on a swing pass well 
behind the LOS (9 yards). He caught the ball with his hands over his back shouddler with one defender over top about 11 yards away. Good dip away from the CB who just 
missed wrapping his legs four yards behind the LOS as Anderson got to the sideline two yards away from the LOS after the move. He accelerated up the sideline and lowered his 
pads through the DB four yards past the LOS for two more before the collision sent him out of bounds. 1st and 10 from the Cal 45 from a 2x1 receiver 11 personnel pistol. He 
tried to squeeze to the left shoulder of the C, ducked his pads through a hi by the LB and slid to the right shoulder of the C to maintain good pad level and get between the C and 
RG for seven ayrds, breaking a tackle in the process with good pad level and leg drive. 1st and 10 from the UW 30 for five yards with 1:55 left from a 1x2 receiver, 11 peronnel 
pistol on a one run with an openign to the otuside shoudler of LG. Press and cut back from C to LG, kept his legs moving through a wrap at the LOS by the LB for four yards and 
turned his back and dug in for a few more.
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1st and 10 from the CAL 13 with 13:32 in the half from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver I formation set. He took the ball behind his FB heading inside LT, but cut back to RT when he 
saw the DT penetrate from the backside and heading to the hole off LT. Good cut back to get to the LOS and run through an arm tackle to his legs to at least all forward I the 
hole off LT for a four-yard gain. Good read of the line play. Not sure I'm seeing a good burst from him right now. He seems like a one-speed runner at this point.  2nd and 10 
from the Cal 30 with 0:07 in the half from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol veruss a 4-3 with the SB and MLB about seven yards off the LOS and safeties 15 yards back. This 
was a zone play that Anderson took through a huge gap off RT, hit the LOS and beat the RDE to the line and burst to the left of his LT's block ont eh LB seven yards down field 
and up the left hash for another 10 yards before hit and wrapped at the legs just as he tried to dip inside the contact, falling forward another two yards. Godo job carrying the 
ball under his his left arm high and tight. Decent burst on this play, but still appears one-speed. 3rd and 23 a the Cal 16 with 13:39 in the third quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 
personnel pistol flanking the QB's left with the MLB eight yards off the LOS and he was the closest non-lineman in the area presnap. Anderson got the ball heading to the inside 
shoulder of the C. he pressed the lane inside and then cut back two yards from the LOS to the gap created behind the LT and LG. He beat the unblocked DE up the hole to get 
five yards, split the LG and LT's blocks eight yards down field and bent the run to the right hash 19 yards down field to the 25 with a huge opening in the right flat ahead. He 
gained 43 yards before he was horse collared at the sideline by the OLB. He lacks that true second gear to separation on long runs, but he has enough speed to get to the thrid 
level and do damaage like this. Good footwork to avoid a tackle enteringthe hole and then keep his balance on a hit to his legs as he exited it. 1st and 10 with 8:23 in the third 
quarter from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver, I formation set veruss seven in the box. The run was to RT and Anderson worked towards the FB off RT and made a nice cut inside the 
FB just under the backside pursuit closing in the backfield. He beat the DT to the LOS and ran through some of the DE's wrap to get two yards before hit over top by the OLB. 
Decent burst down hill even for just two yards.  2nd and 8 from the UW 34 with 7:55 in the third quarter fro a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel run versus six defenders in the box. He 
took the ball towards right guard and cut the play down hill towards that gap at the LOS and made a second cut, a good dip/lateral cut away from the LB comign downhill through 
the hole to dip behind the backside tackle collapsing the DE inside. This cut helped him work away from the penetration and then dip down hill for a quick four yards, ending the 
play with good pad level ito the LB. Good footwork. 1st and 10 with 7:00 in the third quarter at the UW 22 for a seven-yard gain from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set. This was 
a off tackle play to the left side workign inside the LT into a nice gap collapsed by the LG to the inside and bending the run outside that gap as he reached the LOS to avoid the 
LB penetrating through it. He made the LB miss and bent the run down hill to avoid the LDE working off the LT to gain six yards before he lowered his shoudler into the safety 
over top and extended the run another yard as the DE wrapped him from behind at the legs. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm.  He gained six yard o 2nd and 9 at the 
Cal 19 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 peronnel run on a swing pass well behind the LOS (9 yards). He caught the ball with his hands over his back shouddler with one defender over top 
about 11 yards away. Good dip away from the CB who just missed wrapping his legs four yards behind the LOS as Anderson got to the sideline two yards away from the LOS 
after the move. He accelerated up the sideline and lowered his pads through the DB four yards past the LOS for two more before the collision sent him out of bounds.



Name: C.J. Anderson Date: 11/2/2012 Opponent: Washington

 RB Scouting Profile
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3rd and 7 with 11:40 in the first quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set from the Cal 32. Anderson flanked the QB's right side over RT. He crossed the formation 
after the snap to take on the blitz off left end from the slot DB. Good job sliding to the outside shoulder of the defender to eliminate the DB's angle. He didn't connect on most of 
his punch because he tried to lower his inside shoulder on the derfender, but with his body working across the body of the DB, Anderson provided enough of an obstacle to give 
the QB room to deliver the ball with an open passing lane for a 23-yard gain. 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun with 6:13 in the first quarter from the Cal 16. He worked inside 
RG and delivered a shot to the tackle as a chip. He led with the shoulder again. On a 2nd and 5 sprint left from an 11 peronsonnel weak side trips, Anderson was flanking the QB 
to the left and worked outside as his personal pass protector. He delivered a chip on the outside shoulder of the LDE and then slid outside to lead the QB to the edge, maintaining 
a nice angle to the LB pursuing from the inside. The QB threw an incomplete pass on the play. With 0:02 left in the half, he did a good job from the 3x1 receiver 10 personnel 
shotgun to sliding to the left end and get his hands into the pads of the DE comng outside the LT so the QB could throw the ball down field. He conssitently takes good angles to 
cut off the rush even if his hand placement and style of punch isn't consistently as good from a technical standpoint.3rd and goal from the UW 6 from a 1x2 receiver, 11 
personnel shotgu with 11:53 in the third quarter. He flanked the QB to the left and did a good job working otuside twoards the LDE's outside rush but set the angle for the saety 
blitzing inside that DE's path. He had good space between himself and the QB int eh pocket, stood his ground and delivered a hard punch upward towards the safety and lifted 
the defender off his feet and dropping him on his back like it was a wrestling move. Excellent strke. Good job getting his hands into the pads of the DE on a 2n and 11 play from 
a 10 personnel pistol set and keeping the defender inside the pocket as the QB rolled to the left flat. The DE tried to swim over Anderson but couldn’t do it cleanly due to the Rb's 
position. Good job sliding to the left edge to get position on the DE off left end ona  deep ass on 3rd and 5 with 13:59 left. He didn't get a great punch but he hand position was 
good and he slid outside to shield the defender with a good angle. 3rd and 15 with 7:20 left from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel shotgun set as the RB flanking the QB's right side. 
The DE got a great jump on the LDE and Anderson worked across the face of the QB to make a diving strike of the DE just a step before he sacked the QB, knocking the DE out 
of the way and giving the QB an avenue to escape and deliver the ball to his WR up the left sideline for 16 yards and the first down. Great effort by Anderson. 3rd and 19 with 
3:37 left from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. Good job punchign and funneling the RDT away from the QB and open a passig lane for the completion of 23 yards. 
Good punch to the pads.
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Anderson's first carry was a 3rd and 5 from the Cal 21 with 5:50 in the 1st quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol. He shifted to the QB's left and ran the inside zone 
inside a huge push behind the LG and C up th emiddle. He made a nice shoulder juke to the right before splitting the hole between the two blocks for the first down. Good job 
lowering his pads into the LT coming off the LG's block at the first down marker to run through the contact. That LB slid down Anderson's leg and wrapped it tight enough for the 
RB to fall forward another two yards for a gain of eight. Good pad level and ball security with both hands. 12 personnel twin receiver pistol set on 1st and 10 with 1:49 in the first 
quarter from the Cal 26. Inside zone with the LG working to the MLB. Anderson pressed the run to the inside shoulder of the LG as he approached the LOS and then cut behind 
the LT collapsing his man inside. Anderson got low and gained three yards before ehw as hit in the hole, spinning forward another yard. Good job carrying the ball under his left 
arm and pressing the hole.  Excellent pad level. 1st and 10 from the CAL 13 with 13:32 in the half from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver I formation set. He took the ball behind his 
FB heading inside LT, but cut back to RT when he saw the DT penetrate from the backside and heading to the hole off LT. Good cut back to get to the LOS and run through an 
arm tackle to his legs to at least all forward I the hole off LT for a four-yard gain. Good read of the line play. 1st and 10 with 12:42 in the half from a 21 personnel weak side 
twin I formation set at the Cal 37. They ran a stretch play to the right side and Anderson worked towards RG, bent the run inside the guard and lowered his pads into the MLB, 
turned as the MLB wrapped him and dug in his heels to try to work forward wiith his legs. His progress was stopped three yards down field and he was gang tackled, but not 
without a standtill with the LB. 1st and 10 at the Cal 35 with 7:34 in the half from a2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol set. He took the handoff moving left to right of the QB 
towards the line slanting right. There was a nice-sized cutback lane outside LG as he approached the RG and a double team working between C and LG. he beat the LDE to the 
LOS and split the hole between C-RG, running through the wrap LDT to his chest about three yards down field. Good job keeping his knees high and working through the wrap for 
another three yards. He was wrapped by three defenders six yards down field and gang tackle. Strong, downhill run while carrying the ball under his right arm. 2nd and 10 from 
the Cal 30 with 0:07 in the half from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol veruss a 4-3 with the SB and MLB about seven yards off the LOS and safeties 15 yards back. This was a 
zone play that Anderson took through a huge gap off RT, hit the LOS and beat the RDE to the line and burst to the left of his LT's block ont eh LB seven yards down field and up 
the left hash for another 10 yards before hit and wrapped at the legs just as he tried to dip inside the contact, falling forward another two yards. Godo job carrying the ball under 
his his left arm high and tight. Decent burst on this play, but still appears one-speed. 2nd and 31 at the Cal 8 with 14:00 in the third quarter from a 2x1 reciever, 11 personnel 
psitol. He flanked the QB's rigth side  and took the exchange on an inside zone play, hitting the play to LG where there was a push up the MLB and he took it straight through the 
hole for three yards untouched, ran through an arm in the hole and collided with the MLB six yards down field, spinning off the hit and backing his way over the LG for another 
two yards. Good job carrying the ball with both arms. 3rd and 23 a the Cal 16 with 13:39 in the third quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel pistol flanking the QB's left with 
the MLB eight yards off the LOS and he was the closest non-lineman in the area presnap. Anderson got the ball heading to the inside shoulder of the C. he pressed the lane 
inside and then cut back two yards from the LOS to the gap created behind the LT and LG. He beat the unblocked DE up the hole to get five yards, split the LG and LT's blocks 
eight yards down field and bent the run to the right hash 19 yards down field to the 25 with a huge opening in the right flat ahead. He gained 43 yards before he was horse 
collared at the sideline by the OLB. He lacks that true second gear to separation on long runs, but he has enough speed to get to the thrid level and do damaage like this. Good 
footwork to avoid a tackle enteringthe hole and then keep his balance on a hit to his legs as he exited it. 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel set on 2nd and 10 with 9:46 in the third 
quarter from the Cal 42. He tried to work inside LG on a zone play but the LT couldn’t contain the DE comign down the line and that defender met Anderson at the LOS, takling 
the RB for no gain. Based on the penetration to the C's right shoulder and the backside penetration Anders had little chance to cut back to another lane. He lacks Jamaal Charles 
or LeSean McCoy's cut back ability so he wasn't going to cut behind the backside penetration, either. 1st and 10 with 8:23 in the third quarter from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver, 
I formation set veruss seven in the box. The run was to RT and Anderson worked towards the FB off RT and made a nice cut inside the FB just under the backside pursuit closing 
in the backfield. He beat the DT to the LOS and ran through some of the DE's wrap to get two yards before hit over top by the OLB. Decent burst down hill even for just two 
yards. 2nd and 8 from the UW 34 with 7:55 in the third quarter fro a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel run versus six defenders in the box. He took the ball towards right guard and cut 
the play down hill towards that gap at the LOS and made a second cut, a good dip/lateral cut away from the LB comign downhill through the hole to dip behind the backside 
tackle collapsing the DE inside. This cut helped him work away from the penetration and then dip down hill for a quick four yards, ending the play with good pad level ito the LB. 
Good footwork. 1st and 10 with 7:00 in the third quarter at the UW 22 for a seven-yard gain from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set. This was a off tackle play to the left side 
workign inside the LT into a nice gap collapsed by the LG to the inside and bending the run outside that gap as he reached the LOS to avoid the LB penetrating through it. He 
made the LB miss and bent the run down hill to avoid the LDE working off the LT to gain six yards before he lowered his shoudler into the safety over top and extended the run 
another yard as the DE wrapped him from behind at the legs. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm. 2nd and 3 with 6:23 in the third quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 
prsonnel set at the UW 15. Really nice juke of the CB at the left flat off tackle to make him miss completely and get the first down and two more for a gain of five, but a holding 
penalty wiped it out. He got the first down and did a nice job carryign the ball under his left arm. 3rd and 3 with 5:53 in the third quarter from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel 
shotgun set from the UW 15 veruss a nickel with the two LBS six yards off the LOS. This was an inside zone with a huge hole inside LG. He worekd inside LG and bent the run to 
the right shoulder of the C, lowering the pads through the small crease for the first down and another two yards into the pile Nice decision to work inside the C so the LB coming 
over top missed the angle. Gained a yard on the next play, 1st and 10 goal from the 10 fom a 1x2 receive,r 11 prsonenl set. Penetration off RG and left end met him a yard 
behind the LOS and Anderson was wrapped at the legs as he crosed the line, falilng forward for a yard. He gained five yards on 2nd and goal with 4:44 in the thrid quarter from a 
12 personnel pistol set with twin receivers to the right. He bent the run outside the RT slanting inside. He gained four ayrd behind that push untouced and was warapped at the 
legs  to fall forward for a few more. I thought he got to the three or two. 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel from the Cal 18 with 12:18 left. Decent cut down hill on a run off LG, 
lowering his pads thoguh a hit a yard behind the LOS to get a yard. He gained six yard o 2nd and 9 at the Cal 19 froma  2x1 receiver, 11 peronnel run on a swing pass well 
behind the LOS (9 yards). He caught the ball with his hands over his back shouddler with one defender over top about 11 yards away. Good dip away from the CB who just 
missed wrapping his legs four yards behind the LOS as Anderson got to the sideline two yards away from the LOS after the move. He accelerated up the sideline and lowered his 
pads through the DB four yards past the LOS for two more before the collision sent him out of bounds. 1st and 10 from the 35 with 8:23 in the game for a two-yard gain from a 
2x1 receiver, 11 personnel psitol set. Both arms around the ball off LG with low pad level for two. 1st and 10 from the Cal 45 from a 2x1 receiver 11 personnel pistol. He tried to 
squeeze to the left shoulder of the C, ducked his pads through a hi by the LB and slid to the right shoulder of the C to maintain good pad level and get between the C and RG for 
seven ayrds, breaking a tackle in the process with good pad level and leg drive. 1st and 10 from the UW 30 for five yards with 1:55 left from a 1x2 receiver, 11 peronnel pistol 
on a one run with an openign to the otuside shoudler of LG. Press and cut back from C to LG, kept his legs moving through a wrap at the LOS by the LB for four yards and turned 
his back and dug in for a few more.
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First target was a 2nd and 9 with 5:00 in the half from the UW 47 from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel shotgun. He flanked the QB to the right side over RT, released outside RG 
and turend back to the QB at the right hash at the LOS about two yards past the trenches. He then worked inide the hash a few more yards while keeping his back to the 
defense and holding up his hands to make a target for the QB. The QB tossed him the ball and he made the catch with his hands six yards down field with a safewty coming 
over the top fast and closing within a couple of yards. As he caught he ball he turned upfield and the safety caught him flush and planted Anderson on his back side. Good catch 
after contact. 2nd and 10 with 14:28 in the game from the UW 29 from a 22 personnel shotgun set with a receiver split to the left flat. One RB split to the right side before the 
snap and Anderson worked from the backfield to the right flat, turned to the QB a yard past the LOS and caughtt he ball with his hands near the right sideline. He turend up the 
field from the 33, set his feet and lowered his pads through the LB to get four more. Good, punishing effort and ball protection before the collision knocked him out of bounds. 
4th and 5 at the UW 25 with 1:18 left from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun. He flanked the QB to the left over LT. Anderson ran a wheel route to the elft sideline with an 
OLB covering. Anderson didn't get much separation, only even with the OLB who had inside position and squeezed Anderson to the sideline. Anderson still managed to make a 
diving attempt for the ball but couldn't reach it.
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Name: C.J. Anderson

Height: 5-8 

Weight: 224

School California

Year: Senior

Date: 11/10/2012

Opponent: Oregon

Score: 17-59

Location: California

Surface Field Turf

Climate: Night

Temp.: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 87

Power Score 16Balance Score 6

BHandling Scor 11

Speed Score 10

Vision Score 17

Elusiveness Scor 12

Blocking Scor 6

Receiving and Routes Scor 3

Durability Score 6

Attempts: 11

Rush Yd 56

1st Downs 4

Rush Td 0

Target: 3

Rec: 2

Rec Yds 33

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Broken Tackles 2

BLKs Assigne 6

BLKs Made 6

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: Yes

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: No

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: No

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: No

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: No

Good decisions - 7pts: Yes

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: Yes

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: No

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: Yes

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: No

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: No

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: No

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: Yes

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability



Name: C.J. Anderson Date: 11/10/2012 Opponent: Oregon

 RB Scouting Profile
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Anderson has good size, burst, and pad level. He also does a good job in pass protection in terms of diagnosis, setting angles, and delivering a punch or cut on many plays. His 
ability to move his feet and set a strong angle to shield a defenderis one of the strengths of his game. It's better than a lot of backs I have seen thus far this year. Not perfect, 
but good and should get a lot better. I like his willingness to press and cut back on zone plays. He has a good enough burst to get through fairly tight creases and beat an 
unblocked, backside defender to the crease. He also displays the tendency to cover the ball with both arms. I think he can be a reserve back in the NFL because he does 
everything reasonably well. What I want to see if he has more skill-talent between the tackles to run with power. I think he can contribute, but I'm not convinced he can do 
more. He's like a smaller Ryan Grant from what I see thus far. His upside might be maxxed.
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Sometimes Anderson will "catch" a defender with his hands out in pass protection rather than deliver a punch. Anderson saw multiple carries in passing situations where his runs 
weren't all that effective in the scheme of the drive. I didn't see evidence of a third gear or a chance to carry it outside due to the nature of his carries. He took his eye off the 
ball on a drop. He's more of a one-cut runner with decent feet, but I didn't see evidence of great elusiveness. His power is a little better than functional, but not extraordinary.
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Anderson's first carry was a six-yard gain on 1st and 10 during Cal's second offensive series of the game from the Oregon 16 from a 21 personnel strong side twin alignment with 
the FB offset to the weak side versus Oregon's four-man front with one safety high. They ran a zone play to RG with the line slanting to the weak side. Anderson slanted towards 
RG as he took the exchange but then took a hard cut further inside and was quick enough to beat the backside pursuit to the line of scirmmage, keep his pads down and gain 
four yards before receiving contact to his thighs and falling over top the defender for two more yards. Very good job with his pad leel and getting both arms over the ball. 
Anderson's first target was a 1st and 20 pass for 16-yard gain with 1:24 in the first quarter. Anderson was the back in a 10 personnel 2x2 receiver shotgun set versus three deep 
Anderson ran a circle route from the back field, crossing the QB and then working around LT as the inside of his line worked to the left flat for a screen. Anderson caught the ball 
just ahead of a shooting DB over top and worked ininside the hash three yards past the iine of scrimmage. Good catch with his hands and then a gain of 10 before lowering his 
pads into the safety over top and gaining another six after contact. Great pad level and leg drive to nearly run through the wrap. He gained another five yards on a 1st and 10 
ruin with 11:03 in the thrid quarter from a 1x1 receiver, 12 personnel set versus an A-gp run blitz. He took the ball towards left tackle and dipped just inside the DE coming free 
at the edge. He didn't completely avoid the DE, but got to the line and gained two as the DE wrapped him at the waist. Anderson was strong enough to twist free of the DE's grip, 
turn into the back of a DT and bounce off that collision to gain another three yards before wrapped and hit by the safety over top. Nice second effort.Anderson's next carry was a 
1st and 10 run for three yards with 2:36 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set flankign the QB's weak side. They ran zone to the strong side and he 
did a good job picking from RG to LG to cross the line of scrimmage and fall forward, keeping his feet moving and nearly breaking through the pile for more. Good footwork and 
the line of scrimmage to find the alternate crease. He gained four yards from a 21 personnel I formation run to RG and bulled through two hits to split the wraps and keep his 
legs moving for four yards. Good pad level.  His final gain was a seven-yard run on 1st and 10 with 11:43 left from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver I formation set versus a six-man 
front. He got good blocks ona  FB ISO and ran with low pad level to finish for an extra yard.
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Anderson's first carry was a six-yard gain on 1st and 10 during Cal's second offensive series of the game from the Oregon 16 from a 21 personnel strong side twin alignment with 
the FB offset to the weak side versus Oregon's four-man front with one safety high. They ran a zone play to RG with the line slanting to the weak side. Anderson slanted towards 
RG as he took the exchange but then took a hard cut further inside and was quick enough to beat the backside pursuit to the line of scirmmage, keep his pads down and gain 
four yards before receiving contact to his thighs and falling over top the defender for two more yards. Very good job with his pad leel and getting both arms over the ball. 
Anderson gained 10 yards on 1st and 10 from the Oregon 45 with 11:15 in the thrid quarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel  shotgun set. They ran a zone read with the line 
salnting to the single receiver strong side. He pressed the run to the strong side along with the grain of the blocking assignments and then did a good job of cutting back against 
the grain just outside the LG to find a crease inside the DE coming free ont eh backsidle. He cleared the line of scrimmage, burst past the DE without getting touched despite the 
tight crease and got five yards untouched. He gained another two before wrapped at the feet from behind and dropped at the first down marker three yards down field. Good 
conceptual running here. Good job protecting the ball woth both hands as he encountered traffic. Nice cut, too. He carried the ball to his sideline arm (left). He gained four yards 
from a 21 personnel I formation run to RG and bulled through two hits to split the wraps and keep his legs moving for four yards. Good pad level and ball protection.
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Anderson's first carry was a six-yard gain on 1st and 10 during Cal's second offensive series of the game from the Oregon 16 from a 21 personnel strong side twin alignment with 
the FB offset to the weak side versus Oregon's four-man front with one safety high. They ran a zone play to RG with the line slanting to the weak side. Anderson slanted towards 
RG as he took the exchange but then took a hard cut further inside and was quick enough to beat the backside pursuit to the line of scirmmage, keep his pads down and gain 
four yards before receiving contact to his thighs and falling over top the defender for two more yards. Very good job with his pad leel and getting both arms over the ball. 
Anderson gained 10 yards on 1st and 10 from the Oregon 45 with 11:15 in the thrid quarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel  shotgun set. They ran a zone read with the line 
salnting to the single receiver strong side. He pressed the run to the strong side along with the grain of the blocking assignments and then did a good job of cutting back against 
the grain just outside the LG to find a crease inside the DE coming free ont eh backsidle. He cleared the line of scrimmage, burst past the DE without getting touched despite the 
tight crease and got five yards untouched. He gained another two before wrapped at the feet from behind and dropped at the first down marker three yards down field. Good 
conceptual running here. Good job protecting the ball woth both hands as he encountered traffic. Nice cut, too. He gained another five yards on a 1st and 10 ruin with 11:03 in 
the thrid quarter from a 1x1 receiver, 12 personnel set versus an A-gp run blitz. He took the ball towards left tackle and dipped just inside the DE coming free at the edge. He 
didn't completely avoid the DE, but got to the line and gained two as the DE wrapped him at the waist. Anderson was strong enough to twist free of the DE's grip, turn into the 
back of a DT and bounce off that collision to gain another three yards before wrapped and hit by the safety over top. Nice second effort.  Anderson gained five yards on a 2nd and 
17 with 5:44 in the third quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol flankign the QB's weak side and running a zone play to the right where he dipped inside his guard and 
spun off a hit two yards past the line f scrimmage for theee more. Anderson's next carry was a 1st and 10 run for three yards with 2:36 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel 
1x2 receiver shotgun set flankign the QB's weak side. They ran zone to the strong side and he did a good job picking from RG to LG to cross the line of scrimmage and fall 
forward, keeping his feet moving and nearly breaking through the pile for more. Good footwork and the line of scrimmage to find the alternate crease.
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Anderson's first carry was a six-yard gain on 1st and 10 during Cal's second offensive series of the game from the Oregon 16 from a 21 personnel strong side twin alignment with 
the FB offset to the weak side versus Oregon's four-man front with one safety high. They ran a zone play to RG with the line slanting to the weak side. Anderson slanted towards 
RG as he took the exchange but then took a hard cut further inside and was quick enough to beat the backside pursuit to the line of scirmmage, keep his pads down and gain 
four yards before receiving contact to his thighs and falling over top the defender for two more yards. Very good job with his pad leel and getting both arms over the ball. 
Anderson's first target was a 1st and 20 pass for 16-yard gain with 1:24 in the first quarter. Anderson was the back in a 10 personnel 2x2 receiver shotgun set versus three deep 
Anderson ran a circle route from the back field, crossing the QB and then working around LT as the inside of his line worked to the left flat for a screen. Anderson caught the ball 
just ahead of a shooting DB over top and worked ininside the hash three yards past the iine of scrimmage. Good catch with his hands and then a gain of 10 before lowering his 
pads into the safety over top and gaining another six after contact. Great pad level and leg drive to nearly run through the wrap. He gained another five yards on a 1st and 10 
ruin with 11:03 in the thrid quarter from a 1x1 receiver, 12 personnel set versus an A-gp run blitz. He took the ball towards left tackle and dipped just inside the DE coming free 
at the edge. He didn't completely avoid the DE, but got to the line and gained two as the DE wrapped him at the waist. Anderson was strong enough to twist free of the DE's grip, 
turn into the back of a DT and bounce off that collision to gain another three yards before wrapped and hit by the safety over top. Nice second effort. He gained four yards from a 
21 personnel I formation run to RG and bulled through two hits to split the wraps and keep his legs moving for four yards. Good pad level.
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Anderson's first carry was a six-yard gain on 1st and 10 during Cal's second offensive series of the game from the Oregon 16 from a 21 personnel strong side twin alignment with 
the FB offset to the weak side versus Oregon's four-man front with one safety high. They ran a zone play to RG with the line slanting to the weak side. Anderson slanted towards 
RG as he took the exchange but then took a hard cut further inside and was quick enough to beat the backside pursuit to the line of scirmmage, keep his pads down and gain 
four yards before receiving contact to his thighs and falling over top the defender for two more yards. Very good job with his pad leel and getting both arms over the ball.  
Anderson's next carry was a 2nd and 5 gain to the Oregon 14 with 14:45 in the half from a 20 personnel weakside twin receiver shotgun set. They ran a variant of a stretch play 
to the strong side and Anderson worked to the flat and then cut back to the backside shoulder of the RT to beat the backside pursuit past the line of scrimmage for positive yards. 
That backside defender tripped him up at the first down marker and he fell forward for ano extra yard. Anderson gained 10 yards on 1st and 10 from the Oregon 45 with 11:15 in 
the thrid quarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel  shotgun set. They ran a zone read with the line salnting to the single receiver strong side. He pressed the run to the strong 
side along with the grain of the blocking assignments and then did a good job of cutting back against the grain just outside the LG to find a crease inside the DE coming free ont 
eh backsidle. He cleared the line of scrimmage, burst past the DE without getting touched despite the tight crease and got five yards untouched. He gained another two before 
wrapped at the feet from behind and dropped at the first down marker three yards down field. Good conceptual running here. Good job protecting the ball woth both hands as he 
encountered traffic. Nice cut, too.
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First effort as a blocker came with 9:30 in the first quarter where he worked to the backside of his QB and aimed for the inside leg of his opponent to force the defender wide at 
the edge. He didn't get full contact, but the angle was good and it gave the QB more time to deliver a ball to the opposite side of the field and draw a pass interference foul. On 
the next plya, a 1st and 10 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel shotgun pass to the slot receiver, Anderson was the RB on the single receiver, weak side. He did a good job stepping into 
the line of scirmmage and delivering a hit to stop the LB blitz through the A-gap. This was a good slide, set, and punch to the chest of the defender. On 2nd and 4 from the 
Oregon 10, Anderson was the strong side back in a 21 personnel shotgun set with backs flanking the QB and the twin receivers to the weak side. At the snap two linebackers 
blitzed off the weak side and both backs worked to the weak side edge. One of the LBs laid back to the flat and when Anderson recognized this, he did a good job working further 
outside to support his FB. Good diagnosis, burst, and angle to cut the defneder behind the QB as the passer hit his receiver for a 10-yard score. Good job on a 1st and 10 sprint 
out to work outside the right tackle and then deliver a hit to help his QB work inside this double-team to get the first down on a scramble. Anderson made a nice block on a 1st 
and 10 pass with 4:15 in the half from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel PA pass. He did a good job of sliding to square his body to the oncomign MLB blitz. He didn't deliver a punch, 
but he got his hands away from his body and shielded the defneder, who delivered the first shot. Anderson backed up and gave ground, but kept his hands head of him and 
continued to shield the defender, giving just enough room for the QB to deliver the ball. If Anderson punched, he probably stands his ground and gives the QB even more room. 
Nonetheless the QB completed a 22-yard pass for the first down. Two plays later, Anderson did another fine job of moving his feet to funnel the safety blitz off the strong side. 



Name: C.J. Anderson Date: 11/10/2012 Opponent: Oregon

 RB Scouting Profile

The RB was on the weak side of the QB and worked across the formation and gauged the angle well enough as the safety worked outside the TE and forced the TE to take too 
wide an angle outside the pocket. This is a very strong part of his game for a college RB.
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Anderson's first carry was a six-yard gain on 1st and 10 during Cal's second offensive series of the game from the Oregon 16 from a 21 personnel strong side twin alignment with 
the FB offset to the weak side versus Oregon's four-man front with one safety high. They ran a zone play to RG with the line slanting to the weak side. Anderson slanted towards 
RG as he took the exchange but then took a hard cut further inside and was quick enough to beat the backside pursuit to the line of scirmmage, keep his pads down and gain 
four yards before receiving contact to his thighs and falling over top the defender for two more yards. Very good job with his pad leel and getting both arms over the ball. 
Anderson's next carry was a 2nd and 5 gain to the Oregon 14 with 14:45 in the half from a 20 personnel weakside twin receiver shotgun set. They ran a variant of a stretch play 
to the strong side and Anderson worked to the flat and then cut back to the backside shoulder of the RT to beat the backside pursuit past the line of scrimmage for positive yards. 
That backside defender tripped him up at the first down marker and he fell forward for ano extra yard. Anderson then gained another three yards on 1st and a goald from a 12 
personnnel pistol set  1x1 receiver set with 14:00 in the half. Anderson did a solid job of hopping outside the tackle collapsing the end inside and reached the line of acrimmage 
before getting his pads under the defender and driving forward a couple of yards. Anderson gained seven yards on 2nd and 16 from a 20 personnel weak side twin shotgun set 
with 3:01 in the half. He did a good job of following his FB to the outside than the cutting back to the inside of penetration off RT to get inside the RG for four yards untouched 
and then work forward a a hit and wrap to fall another three. Anderson gained 10 yards on 1st and 10 from the Oregon 45 with 11:15 in the thrid quarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 
personnel  shotgun set. They ran a zone read with the line salnting to the single receiver strong side. He pressed the run to the strong side along with the grain of the blocking 
assignments and then did a good job of cutting back against the grain just outside the LG to find a crease inside the DE coming free ont eh backsidle. He cleared the line of 
scrimmage, burst past the DE without getting touched despite the tight crease and got five yards untouched. He gained another two before wrapped at the feet from behind and 
dropped at the first down marker three yards down field. Good conceptual running here. Good job protecting the ball woth both hands as he encountered traffic. Nice cut, too. He 
gained another five yards on a 1st and 10 ruin with 11:03 in the thrid quarter from a 1x1 receiver, 12 personnel set versus an A-gp run blitz. He took the ball towards left tackle 
and dipped just inside the DE coming free at the edge. He didn't completely avoid the DE, but got to the line and gained two as the DE wrapped him at the waist. Anderson was 
strong enough to twist free of the DE's grip, turn into the back of a DT and bounce off that collision to gain another three yards before wrapped and hit by the safety over top. 
Nice second effort. Anderson gained five yards on a 2nd and 17 with 5:44 in the third quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol flankign the QB's weak side and running a 
zone play to the right where he dipped inside his guard and spun off a hit two yards past the line f scrimmage for theee more. Anderson's next carry was a 1st and 10 run for 
three yards with 2:36 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set flankign the QB's weak side. They ran zone to the strong side and he did a good job 
picking from RG to LG to cross the line of scrimmage and fall forward, keeping his feet moving and nearly breaking through the pile for more. Good footwork and the line of 
scrimmage to find the alternate crease. Anderson was held to no gain on a 1st and 10 with 14:29 in the game. He lowered his pads into penetration pushing his lineman 
backwards and spun outside it to reach the line of scirmmage. Godo balance although he could have run with his eyes up a little more. He gained four yards from a 21 personnel 
I formation run to RG and bulled through two hits to split the wraps and keep his legs moving for four yards. Good pad level. His final gain was a seven-yard run on 1st and 10 
with 11:43 left from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver I formation set versus a six-man front. He got good blocks ona  FB ISO and ran with low pad level to finish for an extra yard.
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Anderson's first target was a 1st and 20 pass for 16-yard gain with 1:24 in the first quarter. Anderson was the back in a 10 personnel 2x2 receiver shotgun set versus three 
deep Anderson ran a circle route from the back field, crossing the QB and then working around LT as the inside of his line worked to the left flat for a screen. Anderson caught 
the ball just ahead of a shooting DB over top and worked ininside the hash three yards past the iine of scrimmage. Good catch with his hands and then a gain of 10 before 
lowering his pads into the safety over top and gaining another six after contact. Great pad level and leg drive to nearly run through the wrap. Anderson ran a flat route and 
drifted bakwards to the sideline on 2nd and 6 with 4:15 in the half. The ball arrived at knee level but he lost concentration as the ball arrived and a defender flashed over top. 
Anderson dropped the ball and then then defender leveled a hit afterwards that drew a personal foul penalty.Anderson got his hands on the ball but didn't look it in, taking his 
eyes off the ball to the defender and letting the ball go through his hands band bounce off his chest. Anderson's final catch came on the final play of the first half for a 17-yard 
gain and a first down with less than 0:10 left. He caugh thte ball from a1x2 receiver, 11 personnel shotgun set as the outlet releasing through the middle of he line. He circled 
to the left flat and then caught a pass high and inside his body with his hands first and then turned it another 10 yards up the left sideline before tripping up and falling forward. 
Nice use of his hands despite a small bobble.
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